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Part iii – PROGRAM CONTROL STRUCTURES

Learning Outcomes
Students should be able to:
•

apply and evaluate the basic principles of control
structures in terms of:
sequence (sequential functions, methods);
repetition (unconditional, conditional);
selection (decision IF, nested IF, switch);

Course Content
Sequence
Sequence refers to the order in which software instructions
are carried out. In a sequential control structure,
instructions are executed in the order in which they appear
in the program.

Sequential Functions and Methods
A common sequence of instructions can be defined as
a function or a method. A function or a method can be
declared as void where a return value is not required. Where
a return value is required, its type must be defined.
Functions and Methods are executed in the order in which
they are called.
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Repetition
Computers have the capacity to perform repeated
calculations at great speed. Software designers usually
implement repetition or iteration through the use of
loops. A loop allows a statement or a group of statements,
to be executed more than once. A loop can be repeated
either:
- a set number of times (for example 5 times);
- until a condition has been met (for example until a is
greater than int b).

Unconditional Repetition
A For loop can be used where the number of repetitions of
a loop is known. In this structure, the counter is initialised,
the end value for the counter is declared and the increment
for the counter set.

increment for the counter set.
for (int i = 0; i < 5; i ++)
{
Console . Writeline (i);
}
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Conditional Repetition
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Selection
Selection
Within a program, it is possible to decide which statements
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to execute
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This is normally achieved using an if or a s
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IfIf Statements
Statements
An
if statement allows control to branch to the executio
An if statement allows control to branch to the execution
ifofthe
condition evaluates to TRUE. A condition is an e
a set of instructions only if the condition evaluates to
expressions joined by the logical operators && and/or
TRUE. A condition is an expression, or a combination of
FALSE.
expressions joined by the logical operators && and/or ||,
which evaluates to TRUE or FALSE.
if (lives_left = = 0)
{
Save_current_score ( );
End _game( );
}

In the example above, if the current value of lives_left is 0,
In
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lives_left - = 1; // short for lives_left = lives_left -1

the condition is FALSE.

that follows the default label or exits if no default is inclu

lives_left - = 1; // short for lives_left = lives_left -1
if (lives_left = = 0)
{
Save_current_score ( );
End _game( );
}
else
{
Decrease_score ( );
}

a = 20;
switch (a)
{
case 10 : Console.WriteLine (“\n\t\tswitch on value 10”); break;
case 20 :
case 40 : Console.WriteLine (“\n\t\tswitch on value 20 or value 40”); break;
}

Note that the output from the code above is switch on
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A ______________
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if ( category = = ‘A’)
{
If (result >= 85)
grade = “ Distinction”;
else
if (result >= 60)
grade =”Merit”;
else
if (result >= 40)
grade = “Pass”;
else
grade =”Fail”;

}

		
else
{

if (result >= 40)
grade = “Pass”;
else
		
grade =”Not Achieved”;
}
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{

}

case 10 : Console.WriteLine (“\n\t\tswitch on value 10”); break;
case 20 :
case 40 : Console.WriteLine (“\n\t\tswitch on value 20 or value 40”); break;

int a = 3
int b = 4;
if ( a = = b)
Console.Write (“Black “);
Console.WriteLine (“White”);
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